
In early February, Cape Town hosted the 20th Investing in Africa Mining Indaba, 
the world’s largest mining investment event. Attended by industry professionals 
and analysts, the Mining Indaba highlights the massive potential that our 
country has in supplying the world with its most important natural resources, 
including platinum, gold, coal and iron ore, to name a few. While our abundant 
mineral wealth should underpin a long term sustainable growth path for South 
Africa, narrow perspectives can sometimes hinder international opinion over 
our country’s potential.  Since May of last year, the changing global financial 
landscape has reflected one such shift in market sentiment. Emerging markets 
such as South Africa, Turkey, India, Indonesia and Brazil have since that month 
experienced declines in their respective currencies, with interest rates in these 
countries also rising. 

In periods of market uncertainty, it may become tempting to seek the perceived 
safety of a bank deposit rather than invest one’s accumulated wealth in the 
wider financial markets. Over the long term however, investors can benefit from 
maintaining a diversified portfolio of assets which offer strong growth potential. 
For example, if you had withdrawn your savings from the Oasis Crescent 
Balanced Progressive Fund of Funds (OCBPF) at the end of December 2008, 
you would have forfeited a cumulative return of 70% in the 5 years that 
followed. 

To put this into perspective, R 100 000 in December 2009 would be worth R 201 
347 by the end of December 2013 if it had stayed invested in OCBPF. By 
contrast, if you had locked your R 100 000 away in a bank deposit earning a 
fixed rate of 5% per year at that point, it would have grown to approximately R 
127 628 over the same period. Evidently, being swayed by short term market 
shocks can do significant damage to your future wealth prospects. Investors 
who respond to market noise by shifting their savings between products tend 
to incur greater cost. In many cases, the costs incurred can offset the 
accumulated return on the savings themselves. For these reasons, seeking the 
assistance of a fully qualified and accredited financial advisor throughout the 
market cycle can be tremendously beneficial to your real wealth. By maintaining 
your discipline and consistently focussing on the long term goal, a stable 
savings plan can ensure that your retirement years are spent in comfort, as your 
accumulated wealth provides you with a steady and sufficient stream of 
income.

One of the common features of the National Treasury’s annual budget 
statement is the need for a sustainable long term spending plan. In order to 
achieve this goal, government needs to implement measures to increase tax 
revenues as well as control expenses. Whether this includes reigning in social 
grants or putting a cap on government wage growth, many South Africans will 
need to make extra provisions for retirement to enjoy a standard of living that 
they have become accustomed to during their working years. 

For those who already have a retirement annuity (RA), there is an important 
savings opportunity which may help in reaching your retirement goals. 
Specifically, you might be entitled to a tax deductible top up on your RA, as an 
opportunity to enhance your savings. To illustrate, we use the example of a 
professional earning R600 000 p.a. in the 40% tax bracket.

As the table shows, exercising her right to top up on her RA could see her 
save a significant R36 000 in taxes. This year is the last year to take 
advantage of the uncapped tax deductions, as the government plans to cap 
these from March. Contact your financial advisor before the end of February 
to find out if you are entitled to a tax deductible top up on your RA.
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Oasis Funds are long term investments. The value of investments may go down as well as up and past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. A schedule of fees and charges and maximum commissions is available from the administration 
company on request. Commission and incentives may be paid and if so, would be included in the overall costs. Fluctuations or movements in exchange rates may cause the value of underlying international investments to go up or down. All information and opinions 
provided are of a general nature and the document contains no implied or express recommendation, guidance, advice or proposal that the product is appropriate to the investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular individual or entity. No 
warranty as to the accuracy, correctness or completeness of the information and opinions contained herein is provided. Oasis Asset Management Ltd., Oasis Crescent Capital (Pty) Ltd., Oasis Crescent Wealth (Pty) Ltd. and Oasis Crescent Advisory Services (Pty) Ltd. 
are Authorised Financial Services Providers. Oasis Crescent Retirement Solutions (Pty) Ltd., Oasis Crescent Management Company Ltd., Oasis Crescent Property Fund Managers Ltd. and Oasis Crescent Insurance Ltd. are the Administrators and are authorised by the 
Financial Services Board as such. 

Option 1: 
Don't exercise 
your top up rights

Option 2: Exercise 
your top up rights 

Annual
Income

R 600 000

R 600 000

Maximum Tax 
Deductible RA 
Amount of 15%

R 90 000

R 90 000

Top Up
Amount

Nil

R 90 000

Taxable
Amount

R 600 000

R 510 000

Tax Due
at 40%

R 240 000

R 204 000

Tax 
Saving

Nil

R 36 000

The month of February got off to an exciting and exhilarating start with the 
annual Oasis family day which took place on 1 February 2014 at Zorgvliet 
Estate in Stellenbosch. Family day brings together staff, their partners and 
children under the Oasis brand and forms an integral part of the Oasis staff 
well-being program. Gifts are handed out bringing smiles to the faces of all 
the staff and their children. The day gets staff motivated for the year ahead; 
setting the tone for the team to work together to ensure continued service 
excellence for our clients.

At the 18th Annual Raging Bull Awards, two Property funds managed by 
Oasis received three well deserved accolades. These rewards recognised the 
significant value that these funds have added to our clients' portfolios. Oasis 
Property funds form part of the core building blocks of all of the diversified 
portfolios available within our product range.

** OASIS CRESCENT GLOBAL PROPERTY EQUITY FUND

** Oasis Crescent Global Property Fund is a registered fund for distribution in South Africa in terms of Section 65 of 
CISCA, 2002 approved fund and a sub-fund of Oasis Crescent Global Investment Fund Plc, a UCITs fund managed by 
Oasis Global Management Company (Ireland) Ltd., which is one of the global partner companies of the Oasis group. The 
investment management of the sub-fund is performed by Oasis Crescent Capital (Pty) Ltd.

OASIS PROPERTY EQUITY FUND

Best Performance on the basis of Risk-adjusted Returns by a 
Domestic Collective Investment scheme for the 5 year period ended 
31 December 2013

Top Performance by a Foreign Collective Investment 
scheme for the 3 year period ended 31 December 2013

** OASIS CRESCENT GLOBAL PROPERTY EQUITY FUND

Best Performance on the basis of Risk-adjusted Returns by 
a Foreign Collective Investment Scheme for the 5 year period 
ended 31 December 2013 

1st
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